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Healthcare in the
age of technology
Delivering outstanding
remote healthcare and
supporting virtual
collaboration & training

Outstanding communication tools
for everyday healthcare need
Healthcare is moving increasingly online, and the
medical sector is facing an unprecedented demand
to adapt. The need for outstanding technology
solutions that keep patients and healthcare
practitioners connected has never been greater.
As you navigate bringing healthcare online, technology
has a key role to play in ensuring your provision of
these vital services is of a consistently high standard.
The right devices help to ensure your practitioners
are always connected, both to their patients and to
each other.
With 90% of people believing that remote healthcare
is as good or better than traditional services, there’s
never been a better time to ensure that the technology
you’re using to deliver remote healthcare is the best
that it can possibly be.
And that’s exactly where Jabra comes in.

With the Jabra portfolio of professional-grade audio
and video collaboration tools, you can provide your
team with the right equipment to deliver outstanding
care. Whether you need high definition, intelligent
180° video technology that shows the whole treatment
room or lecture theater; headsets engineered to
keep practitioners out in the field connected; or
high-performing headsets that deliver world-leading
call performance; there’s a Jabra product that can help.
With maximum flexibility and portability, plug-and-play
functionality for instant connection anywhere, and
compatibility with all leading communications
platforms, our products are designed to work for you,
so you can get on with delivering outstanding care.

Remote healthcare with a human touch
Until very recently, healthcare was always an
in-person experience. As remote healthcare increases
exponentially, it’s changing how patients access these
vital services. How can you maintain the human touch
that’s so integral to doctor-patient care?
There are many different scenarios where patients and
doctors need to be able to communicate seamlessly
and easily. With the right tools, you can ensure that
patients’ access to quality care isn’t hindered by poor
technology.
Doctor-patient consultations
Ensure that patients and doctors can seamlessly
communicate, with professional-grade audio and video
that ensures no important information is missed.
In-patient monitoring
Keep a virtual eye on in-patients and reduce the strain
on your medical staff with remote monitoring.
Mobile medical equipment carts
Equip your mobile carts with flexible, portable
communication devices that enable instant,
professional-grade communication from anywhere.

Jabra PanaCast
With its unique 180° field of view, PanaCast is the
perfect camera for all of your doctor-patient needs.
With flexible options for every need, you can be sure
that patients always see exactly what they need to,
and doctors are able to recreate an in-person
healthcare experience virtually.

Jabra Speak 750
The outstanding 2-way premium audio of the
Speak 750 makes it the perfect tool for doctor-patient
communication, allowing both to speak and be
heard simultaneously.

Jabra Evolve2 65
For interactions where a little more privacy is required,
for example if the doctor’s end of the conversation is
at risk of being overheard, you can opt for the
world-leading professional-grade audio of our
Evolve2 65. Enhanced microphone performance
and noise-cancelling microphones ensure outstanding
call clarity from anywhere.

Collaboration is key
Delivering outstanding remote healthcare is about so
much more than just seeing patients. From treatment
rooms to cross medical campus conference suites, as
well as education facilities and customer service
functions, the right technology can ensure your
practitioners and their supporting staff are able to
communicate seamlessly and easily when it matters.
For those areas of your practice that require
high-quality internal collaboration, Jabra devices
are the perfect solution.
Doctor-patient consultations
When your doctors need to seek advice from their
peers, the right tools will ensure that every
communication is seamless and efficient.
Medical staff meetings
Make your staff meetings run smoothly, with devices
that ensure everyone can speak up and be heard,
and everyone is included in the picture.
Ongoing medical education
Learning never stops, and doctors need to top up
their skills throughout their careers. With Jabra
devices, they can do this from anywhere.
Staff training
Rolling out new systems and processes, or simply
onboarding new employees, can be done entirely
remotely with the right tools.

Jabra PanaCast
The Jabra PanaCast is a professional videoconferencing
camera that creates a full 180° view of the room.
This unique view allows it to capture more of what’s
happening, making it the perfect choice for online
learning, and enabling socially distanced staff
meetings, with multiple people in the room and
others dialing in remotely.
It’s small and portable, making it easily movable
between locations for maximum flexibility. And with
plug-and-play capability, and compatibility with all
leading communications platforms, it’s ready to slot
right into your ecosystem and work for you from the
moment you unbox it.

Jabra Speak 750
The Jabra Speak 750 is a professional, portable
speakerphone that delivers premium, 2-way audio.
So everyone on a call can speak and be heard at
the same time, making meetings more efficient and
ensuring nobody misses any vital information.
With options for both wired and wireless use, this little
speakerphone is extremely flexible, delivering
outstanding call quality from anywhere. You can even
pair two devices together to extend their coverage,
making them suitable even for larger spaces like
lecture halls.

Find out more on
jabra.com
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WHO WE ARE
JJabra is a leader in communications and sound solutions. We create intelligent headsets and communications tools that
help professionals work more productively; wireless headphones and earbuds that let consumers enjoy better calls,
music, and media; and pioneering video conferencing solutions for more inclusive meetings.
Thoughtfully designed. Purposefully engineered. Expertly built.
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